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Independent, reliable guide to online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Independent, Reliable Guide to Online Education for Over 22 Years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All rights reserved How does the population grow? How do viruses spread? What's the trajectory of the sailboat? Many
real problems can be described and solved by mathematical models. This course will introduce you to a modeling cycle that includes: problem analysis, formulation as a mathematical model, calculating solutions, and validating your results. All models are (systems) of ordinary differential equations, and you will learn more about those by watching videos and reading short texts, and more importantly, by
completing well-crafted exercises. You will learn how to implement the Euler method into the (Python) program, and finally, you will learn how to write about your findings in a scientific way (with LaTeX). In the verified track of this course you will additionally: Consolidate new theoretical skills with the rated problem sets about five actual applications. Work on your own modeling project (individually or in a
team). Since mathematical modeling is taught only by doing it yourself, complete your own modeling project on the self-defined problem of real life. You will guide the project by filling in a list of smaller tasks. This course is intended for students of mathematics, engineering and science. The course is for anyone who would use mathematical modeling to solve real problems, including business owners,
researchers and students. Follow the process of mathematical modeling cycle: formulate a problem in real life, construct a suitable mathematical model, calculate solutions and confirm the results. More about (systems) ordinary differential equations. Solve ordinary differential equations and implement the Euler method into the (Python) program. Write a scientific report (with LaTeX). In Verified Records,
you'll additionally: Consolidate your new skills by filling in well-crafted sets of problems on several interesting real-life apps. Learn the skill of mathematical modeling in the only way possible: by doing your own modeling project. Module 1: Introduction to the cycle of mathematical modeling. We'll start describing the fish population with a differential equation. Verified path: Two practice issues with other real
applications to consolidate learned theories. Start your personal modeling project. You can choose to work in a team of two. Module 2: Complete multiple modeling cycles by improving the model and assessing the consequences. The Euler method was introduced to address ordinary differential equations. You will run python simulations. Verified record: A new application to practice theory. For your
project, you're citing a real-life problem. You are implementing Model. Module 3: Predator fish are added to the model. How does the population communicate? Differential equation systems. Also learn to write about your project in a scientific report. You can get an introduction to scientific and mathematical writing. You will learn how to write a preliminary report on mathematical modeling in LaTeX. Verified
record: Another problem with the practice of consolidating the theory learned about systems. Do multiple simulations with your own mathematical model and complete the modeling cycle several times. You apply your writing skills by writing a scientific report on the modelling project. Send a preliminary version of the report and the final version. Both were reviewed. Receive an instructor-signed certificate
with the institution logo to confirm your achievement and increase your job prospectsThey write a certificate to your CV or RESUME, or post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the EdX course, a nonprofit organization, relies on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone globally Why I need math is no longer an issue for me. So many phenomena and
problems can be modeled using mathematics. I really enjoyed making a model that would describe how the virus we studied was spreading. Every engineering or science student should go on this course! This course is excellent! I'm an engineer, but I've been working in another area for almost two decades, completely away from math, and that's exactly what I was looking for to brush up. I liked the videos
and the questions. They are made in a very clever way to the precisely learned concepts of sediment. LICENSE Course materials of this course are Copyright Delft University of Technology and are licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC-BY-NC-SA) 4.0 International License. An algorithm in mathematics is a process, a description of a set of steps that can be
used to solve mathematical computation: but they are much more common than that today. Algorithms are used in many branches of science (and everyday life), but perhaps the most common example is this step-by-step procedure that is used in the long division. The process of solving problems such as 73 divided by 3 could be described by the following algorithm: How many times does 3 go in 7? The
answer is 2How are many others? 1Put 1(ten) in front of 3.How many times 3 goes in 13? Answer is four with the rest of one. And of course, the answer is 24 with the rest of the 1st. The step-by-step procedure described above is called a long department algorithm. Although the above description may sound a little detailed and restless, algorithms seem to find effective ways to calculate. As an anonymous
mathematician says: 'Mathematicians are lazy so they're always looking for shortcuts.' Algorithms are for finding these shortcuts. The basic multiplication algorithm, for example, be simply adding the same number over and over again. So, 3,546 times 5 can be described in four steps: How much is 3546 plus 3546? 7092 How is 7092 plus 3546? 10638 How is 10638 plus 3546? 14184 How is 14184 plus
3546? 17730 Five times 3,546 is 17,730. However, 3,546 multiplied by 654 would take 653 steps. Who wants to add a number all the time? For this there is a set of multiplication algorithms; the one you choose will depend on how large your number is. The algorithm is usually the most effective (not always) way to calculate. Inside, The last) is an algorithm used in algebra used in polynomial multiplication:
the student remembers to solve the polynomial expression in the correct order: To solve (4x + 6)(x + 2), the FOIL algorithm would be: Multiply the first terms in parentheses (4x times x = 4x2)Multiply two terms from the outside (4x times 2 = 8x)Multiply internal terms ( 6 times x = 6x)Multiply the last terms (6 times 2 = 12)Add all results together to get 4x2 + 14x + 12) BEDMAS (Za defaults , Exponents,
Division, Multiplication, Add and Subtract.) is another useful set of steps and is also considered a formula. The BEDMAS method refers to how a set of mathematical operations is ordered. Algorithms have an important place in any mathematical curriculum. Ancient strategies include the memory of ancient algorithms; but modern teachers have also begun to develop the curriculum over the years to
effectively teach the idea of algorithms, that there are multiple ways of solving complex issues by breaking into a set of procedural steps. Allowing a child to creatively invent ways of solving problems is known as the development of algorithmic thinking. When teachers watch students do math, the big question we ask them is, Can you think of a shorter way to do that? Allowing children to create their own
troubleshooting methods extends their thinking and analytical skills. Learning how to operationalize procedures to be more effective is an important skill in many areas of effort. Computer science continuously improves arithmetic and algebraic equations to make computers more efficient; but also chefs, who continuously improve their processes to make the best recipe for making soup from lentils or pecan
pies. Other examples include online dating, where a user fills out a form about their preferences and characteristics, and the algorithm uses these choices to choose the perfect potential partner. Computer video games use storytelling algorithms: the user makes a decision, and the computer bases the following steps on that decision. GPS systems use algorithms to balance readings with several satellites
to identify your exact location and the best route for your SUV. Google uses an algorithm based on your searches to push appropriate advertising in your direction. Some writers today even call the 21st century Age of Algorithms. They're today. how to deal with the huge amounts of data we generate every day. Sources and further readings of Curcio, Frances R., and Sydney L. Schwartz. There are no
algorithms for teaching algorithms. Teaching Children Math 5.1 (1998): 26-30. Print.Morley, Arthur. Teaching and learning algorithms. To learn math 2.2 (1981): 50-51. Rainie, Lee and Janna Anderson. Depending on the code: the pros and cons of the age of the algorithm. Internet and technology. Pew Research Center 2017. Web. Joined january 27, 2018.
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